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EDITORIAL
During the next three days, the

reporters of the Daily Issue will be

present at STI2014. They will cover

the lectures of the conference, in‐

terview participants and speakers,

and do their very best to bring you

the latest  news in  the field  of  re‐

search evaluation, clarified with il‐

lustrations.

Twice  a  day,  a  fresh  edition  of

the Daily Issue will be printed live,

using state of the art mimeograph

techniques. Be sure to pick up your

copy at the Daily Issue office, loca‐

ted in the foyer.

We  encourage  anyone  with  in‐

formation to share to visit us there,

and we wish you a very nice con‐

ference.

SERENDIPITY INDEX
Scientometrics  start  from a  hy‐

pothesis about the quality of scien‐

tific research. The subsequent data

collection  is  necessarily  confined

to an observational  bubble that is

created by the starting premises.

Some of the most valuable scien‐

tific outcomes are the result of ac‐

cidental discoveries. Therefore The

Daily  Issue  proposes  the  develop‐

ment  of  a  serendipity  index.  Do

you have ideas  about  how to  im‐

plement such an index? Does such

an index aready exist? Do you ha‐

ve  an  opinion  about  the  pros  or

cons  of  this  idea?  Please  contact

the office in the foyer.

DID METRICS KILL THE CAT?
According  to  the  famous  mea‐

rurement problem in quantum me‐

chanics, one cannot do a measure‐

ment without severely influencing

the measured system.

A  somewhat  similar  problem

can be identified in Scientometrics.

In  his  presentation,  Paul  Wou‐

ters warned that researchers in the

scientometrics field should be awa‐

re  that  their  measurements  influ‐

ence the scientific world. When as‐

ked whether this is  a problem for

objective  scientific  research,  mr.

Wouters answered that it is inevi‐

table.  The  best  that  scientists  can

do is to be aware of the effects of

their measurement. In many fields

of science, the same scientists that

have created a risk to society, are

also  the  ones  that  will  study  the

risks  and  find  countermeasures.

Science experiences many of these

feedback loops.

The  image  of  science  as  being

entirely  objective  is  outdated.

Science is systematic, and at most

objectifying,  but  it  cannot  be  ob‐

jective.

The parameter that is most valu‐

ed  in  scientometrics  is  the  scien‐

tists' citation index. This is taken to

be  an  indicator  of  quality  of  re‐

search. In the beginning of sciento‐

metrics,  the  expectation  was  that

ranking  scientists  by  numbers  of

citations would improve the quali‐

ty of science. It now seems that in

some fields, the quality actually is

decreasing,  because  scientists

know that they will  be judged on

the  numbers  of  citations,  but  not

on the quality of their work.

So does scientometrics kill scien‐

ce? It's hard to tell, since we have

no indicators of quality.



HIGH EXPECTATIONS
As Peter Dahler Larsen pointed

out it's very easy to make good use

of  bad  indicators.  To  do  so,  The

Daily Issue only needs to know the

measurement  system  of  our  rea‐

ders. That's why our top of the bill

reporter  O.  Kocken  left  the  office

and asked visitors of STI14 how to

live  up  to  their  expections.  the

conclusion of his research is  a bit

disturbing:  first  of  all  the  readers

want our newspaper to be in cor‐

rectly written Dutch. Secondly the

tone of voice has to be not too se‐

rious.  But  in  the  end it  turns  out

that  most  people  want  The  Daily

Issue to be not as they expect. The

editors of this magazine are not su‐

re whether they can live up to this

expectation.

USE OF COMPUTERS
What is the audience doing du‐

ring  the  presentations?  From  a

strategically chosen spot in the up‐

per right corner of  the room, our

correspondent had a good view of

the  applications  used  on  laptops,

tablets  and  smart  phones.  Some

persons were counted multiple  ti‐

mes when using several applicati‐

ons.

Social Media: 9

Email: 6

Notes/text: 4

Website: 3

Desktop: 2

Calendar: 1

Journey planner: 1

Total number of devices: n=19

UPSIDE DOWN HAS NO EFFECT ON
BROADNESS

In his talk this morning Willem

te Beest  was proud to  inform the

audience the program of this years

STI-conference to  be  the broadest

so  far.  The  programs  of  the  pre‐

vious  18  conferences  have  been,

however  expanding  in  broadness

each year, slightly narrower. Years

ago  no  one  could  have  imagined

such broadness to be possible.

Our source informs us that there

have been tests with upside-down

programs, but this  had no proven

effect on the broadness.

How much the program has ex‐

panded  exactly  since  last  year

remains uncertain, but next year it

is  expected  to  be  more  vast  then

ever.  It  won't  be  long before  nar‐

rowness will banned out complete‐

ly.

Te Beests' talk was the first one.

AN INDICATOR NEVER COMES ALONE
In  their  natural  habitat  indica‐

tors are often seen in the company

of  contexts.  Output,  impact  and

collaboration have been spotted to‐

gether  with  indicators  aswell,  but

context is the one that counts. Wit‐

hout context indicators cannot sur‐

vive.  Save  the  planet,  start  with

context!

ADVERTORIAL
Please express your appreciation

of the high quality of this journal,

The  Daily  Issue,  by  filling  out  a

Journal  Score  Card.  In  return  for

improving  our  journal's  ranking,

we promise to cite your latest pu‐

blication in the next issue.

I HAVE A DREAM
One  day  all  evaluation  deficits

will disappear and we will measure

everything.

Insprired by Peter Dahler-Larsen

COLOPHON
The Daily Issue is produced and

printed on the spot. This edition

was brought to you by Harmen

Zijp,  Diana  Wildschut,  Oscar

Kocken,  Claud  Biemans  and

Maaike Haneveld  with  the illu‐

strations of Danibal.

www.spullenmannen.nl


